LEVEL UP 32 STANDING DESK CONVERTER

LVLUP32–BK

Create a healthy workspace right where you stand with Luxor’s economical Level Up 32. This adjustable height desktop converter lets you turn any surface into a standing desk with no assembly or workspace changes required. A pneumatic air cylinder lets users smoothly adjust the height of the 32-inch surface for perfect height customization, while Luxor’s unrivaled spring-loaded bumper technology allows for gentle lowering, preventing the desktop from ever slamming down. Even at its maximum height of 15.75 inches above your desk, the Level Up 32 remains stable and can reliably hold dual-monitors, a keyboard, mouse, and other accessories. The desktop’s chamfered edges keep your forearms comfortable, while its textured surface provides traction to hold devices in place. Enjoy the benefits of a standing desk at a fraction of the cost with the Level Up 32 from Luxor.

- Meets ANSI/BIFMA standards
- Easily lifts dual-monitors and laptops and holds up to 20 lbs.
- Seamlessly moves from sit to stand in a matter of seconds with a pneumatic air cylinder
- Comes preassembled and can be easily added to any surface
- Remains stable even at maximum height of 15.75 inches
- Chamfered edges keep forearms comfortable while typing and working
- Spring-loaded bumper technology enables smooth, gentle lowering